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Abstract
Image segmentation is an important task in image processing and computer vision which attract many researchers
attention. There are a couple of information sets pixels in an image: statistical and structural information which refer to
the feature value of pixel data and local correlation of pixel data, respectively. Markov random field (MRF) is a tool for
modeling statistical and structural information at the same time. Fuzzy Markov random field (FMRF) is a MRF in fuzzy
space which handles fuzziness and randomness of data simultaneously. This paper propose a new method called FMRFC which is model clustering using FMRF and applying it in application of image segmentation. Due to the similarity of
FMRF model structure and image neighbourhood structure, exploiting FMRF in image segmentation makes results in
acceptable levels. One of the important tools is Cellular learning automata (CLA) for suitable initial labelling of FMRF.
The reason for choosing this tool is the similarity of CLA to FMRF and image structure. We compared the proposed
method with several approaches such as Kmeans, FCM, and MRF and results demonstratably show the good
performance of our method in terms of tanimoto, mean square error and energy minimization metrics.
Keywords: Clustering, Image segmentation, Markov random field, Fuzzy markov random field, Cellular learning automata.

1. Introduction
Image segmentation is a major step in most image
processing and computer vision tasks. Image
segmentation is the process of dividing an image into
two or more segments in a way that each segment
should be heterogeneous. Pixels in a segment should
have maximum similarity and minimum similarity
with pixels in other segments. This process can be
used as a feature extraction for pattern recognition,
object detection, image retrieval, stereo matching, and
many other tasks. Among the works which are
applied well and obtained good results, we can refer
* Corresponding author. Email: mmeybodi@aut.ac.ir

to mammography image segmentation using clusterbased Markova random field [1], fast and robust
image segmentation using FCM with spatial
information [2], color image segmentation using kmeans clustering and Otsu’s adaptive thresholding
[3], normalized cuts and image segmentation [4], and
random walks for image segmentation [5], to name a
few.
Cluster analysis or clustering is the task of
grouping a set of objects together in such a way that
objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more
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similar (in some sense or another) to each other than
to those in other groups (clusters). There are several
methods to define quantity similarity between data
points, among them Euclidian distance and Cosines
distance are more common. The most popular
methods are k-means [6], FCM [7], spectral [8],
hierarchical [9], ant colony [10], SOM [11], and
Evolutionary [12] clustering.
Image segmentation is one of the most applications
of clustering in computer vision field (colour,
medical, grayscale, and etc.). In this case, pixel values
form the clustering space data. Number of clusters
indicates number of desired segments; hence, each
obtained cluster refers to a segment of original image.
Accuracy of segmentation results depends on
clustering performance, so higher accuracy clustering
leads to better segmentation results.
Fuzzy Markov random field (FMRF) [13] is a
Markov random field (MRF) in fuzzy space, which
applies fuzzy random variables in target process. In
FMRF, a data point only can take one value from
label set L, which means that each data only should
belong to one label of L. While, in FMRF, each data
point belong to all of the labels in L with different
membership value for each one simultaneously.
Estimating the optimal labelling of FMRF is similar
to MRF, and both of them are based on MAP
framework. Therefore to derive labelling with
minimum energy, we can utilize energy minimization
methods such as α-expansion [14], loopy belief
propagation [15], and min-cut/max-flow [16].
Cellular Automata (CA) [17], is a mathematical
model for systems consisting of large number of
simple identical components with local interactions.
CA is a non-linear dynamical system in which space
and time are discrete. The simple components act
together to produce complicated patterns of
behaviour. The cells update their states synchronously
on discrete steps according to a local rule. The new
state of each cell depends on the previous states of a
set of cells, including the cell itself, and constitutes its
neighbourhood.

Learning Automata (LA) [18], are adaptive
decision-making devices that operate on unknown
random environments. A learning automaton has a
finite set of actions to choose from and at each stage,
its choice (action) depends upon its action probability
vector. For each action chosen by the automaton, the
environment gives a reinforcement signal with fixed
unknown probability distribution. The automaton then
updates its action probability vector depending upon
the reinforcement signal at that stage, and evolves to
some final desired behaviour.
Cellular Learning Automata (CLA) [19], which is a
combination of CA and LA, is a powerful
mathematical model for many decentralized problems
and phenomena. The basic idea of CLA, which is a
subclass of stochastic CA, is to utilize LA to adjust
the state transition probability of stochastic CA. A
CLA is a CA in which a learning automaton is
assigned to every cell. The learning automaton
residing in a particular cell determines its action
(state) on the basis of its action probability vector.
Like CA, there is a rule that the CLA operates under.
The local rule of CLA and the Actions selected by the
neighbouring LAs of any particular LA determine the
reinforcement signal to the LA residing in a cell. The
neighbouring LAs of any particular LA constitute the
local environment of that cell. CLA has found many
applications such as image processing [20], rumour
diffusion [21], modelling of commerce networks [26],
channel assignment in cellular networks [22, 23], and
VLSI placement [24].
This paper aims to provide a cluster-based image
segmentation framework based on FMRF model.
Fuzzy attribute of FMRF lead to boundary, noisy, and
outlier data take correct label, and somehow deal to
uncertainty. Similar to the MRF, FMRF also need to
initial labelling. This is a critical stage in problem
modelling and has an important role in final
performance. For initial labelling of FMRF we use
cellular learning automata clustering proposed in [25].
The reason for choosing this tool is the similarity of
CLA to FMRF and image structure. In order to
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evaluate the proposed method, we compare the
obtained result with cluster-based image segmentation
methods like k-means [3], FCM [2], and MRF [1],
which demonstrate acceptable performance than other
algorithms. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. The proposed model is discussed in section
2, which includes initial labelling step, define energy
function, and describe energy minimization method
for reach to optimal labelling of FMRF, section 3
presents experimental results and analysis of them,
and finally section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Proposed Method

3

powerful than existing clustering methods such as Kmeans [6], FCM [7], and SOM [11]. Notable
characteristics of the mentioned method are using of
structural and neighbourhood information of data,
ability for careful separation data points belong to
each cluster, and avoid of local minimal solution.
In this paper we use CLA clustering method for
initial image segmentation. CLA is a suitable tool for
modelling neighbourhood information which has
some similarity with FMRF. In image segmentation
problem with CLA, each pixel corresponds to a cell of
CLA grid. The number of automata actions set to
desired segments. After that initial segmentation is
performed, membership value of each data (pixel) to
all centers in range [0, 1] is calculated via equation 1.
Then, we assign them as data membership vector to
each correspond node in FMRF. Finally, energy
minimization method uses the obtained vector for
following optimization process.

This section presents the proposed FMRF
clustering model. In the MRF model, a pixel can
only take one value from a state space, which
means each pixel must belong to one and only
one region. Nevertheless a fuzzy MRF model
allows each pixel belonging to all regions
simultaneously with different variables. Then each
pixel has a vector (u1, u2, …, uK) , with u1 + u2 + …
+ uK = 1 , and the value ui , i = 1, 2, …, K represents
the likelihood that the pixel belongs to region i.
If ui = 1, the fuzzy MRF becomes the pure MRF. The
FMRF model-based image segmentation is still
performed under the MAP-MRF framework (also
called MAP-FMRF framework). The main difference
between MRF and FMRF model is in energy function
modelling. The function in FMRF should be defined
based on membership value of each data for any label
l from L, compute energy for the correspond node in
FMRF.

X={x1,x2,…,xn} refer to data set X, C={c1,c2,…,cn}
is the set of cluster centers, wij defines membership
value of data i for center j, and m determines the
fuzziness of membership value (m should be set equal
or greater than one). Higher value of m leading to
smaller membership values, and in contrary m = 1
results in membership values with {0, 1} which
implies to crisp membership. Usually in most
problems m = 2 is assumed.

2.1. Initial Labelling

2.2. Energy Function Modelling

Similar to MRF, performance of FMRF model
closely related to initial labelling step. Hence, the role
of initial labelling in efficiency of results is obvious.
In this paper we use irregular cellular learning
automata clustering provided by [25] for this task.
The clustering approach is applied for data clustering
which obtained results demonstrate which is more

One of the most important issues in FMRF-based
problems is to define energy function, so defining
correct form for that leads to final optimized labeling.
Although this is possible if an efficient energy
minimization method applied. Another issue is the
type of neighborhood system which we chosen that is
4-neighborhood, meaning that four node (top, bottom,
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left, and right) surrounding node i, are neighbors of
that.
Likelihood energy defined as sum of likelihood
potentials. In FMRF-C, likelihood energy determined
based on membership value of each data to labels in
labels set L, which via equation 2 calculated.

VF ( yi | xi )  e

 w yi xi

(2)

Which yi refer to observed value of data i, xi is
w

the label of node i, and yi xi presents degree of
membership of data yi to label xi, by using negative
exponential, higher membership value results in
lower energy and vice versa. By defined likelihood
potential, appropriate label will be selected for the
observed data.
In order to eliminate the spatial discriminant of
labelling, second order clique potential is defined.
This function checks that whether the two
neighbour data (pixels) are in a same cluster or not.
Typically, second order clique potential complies
with using model which can be defined as equation
3.
  , ( x i  x i ' )
V F ( xi , xi' )  
 , ( x i  x i ' )

(3)

Which β is a constant penalty value in range [0,
1], and xi, xi’ are labels of two neighbouring nodes
in FMRF. So as two nodes have same label,
penalty would be – β, otherwise β be considered as
penalty that two neighbouring nodes which have
different label. Clique potential forcing two similar
neighbours have different label.
Finally, energy function is defined as sum of the
likelihood and second order energies, while presented
in equation 4.

U F ( x | y )   VF ( yi | xi )  VF ( xi , xi ' )
iS

i ' S N i

Markov random field-based applications, also
inference optimal labeling of FMRF is performed by.
2.3. Energy Minimization
Propagation

Using

Loopy

Belief

Loopy belief propagation (LBP) [15] is a widely
used method for MRF-based application, which
achieves labelling with minimum energy. In this
paper, we applied LBP method to inference optimize
clusters. Actually, LBP is an iterated algorithm, which
using propagates messages along nodes in MRF,
trying to find optimal labelling. In each iteration,
every node send message to its neighbours, also
receive incoming message from them. This process
repeated until all messages will be stable, that’s mean
not change. Summation of the algorithm described at
below:
1. Before a node p sends a message to another node
q, it must first receive messages from rest of its
neighbours, and consult with them. During the belief
propagation, all nodes of FMRF collaborate with each
other, and about which label which ultimately must
choose, decide. The partnership between nodes
reflected by exchange of views (i.e. messages), which
is done during the algorithm.
2. Updating messages continued until all of them
converges. Then, after convergence, a set of beliefs
for each node p in FMRF will be calculated. Belief,
represent that how much is possible to node p think
which label xp should assign to it.
3. In each iteration once total belief will be
calculated, then every node assigned with a label
whose belief is greater.
Mentioned process will be repeated until
minimized energy value be stable and in some
sequential iteration be unchanged.

(4)

Due to the favorable performance of belief
propagation energy minimization method [15] in

3. Experimental Results
This section investigates the performance of the
proposed model in image segmentation. For this
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purrpose a largee number of images are selected from
Beerkeley datasset [26]. Thhe number of clusters
reppresents the number
n
of dessired areas (seegments) and
it is
i considered as 2 for all images whichh divides the
im
mage into backkground and foreground
f
paarts. In order
to evaluate the proposed
p
metthod, segmenntation results
w Kmeans [3], FCM [22], and MRF
aree compared with
moodel [1]. The main reason to compare our
o proposed
moodel with thee aforementio
oned models is that all off
theem use clusterring in imagee segmentation
n.
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minimizzed. From a lesser energy we can interffere that
the obtaained labelingg has satisfied
d both similarrity with
the observed data annd smoothneess within thee region
principlle which iss the basicc for segmeentation
algorithhm.

The obtainedd results from
m applying thhe mentioned
alg
gorithms are studied
s
in terrms of minim
mized energy,
tan
nimoto metricc, and mean of squares. This metrics
aree used to compare thhe functionaality of the
alg
gorithms.
Labeling with
w
minimum
m energy means that
con
nstraints forr fuzzy marrkov random
m field are
sattisfied. Thereefore, on onee hand the asssigned label
sho
ould match thhe observed data
d and in an
nother hand it
sho
ould be consiistent with itss neighbors. Definitely,
D
an
alg
gorithm whicch minimizees the energgy is more
accceptable. Tannimo metric is used to represent
r
the
sim
milarity of twoo images whiich return a value in [0, 1]
rannge. The greaater value of this
t metric means
m
that the
seg
gmented imaage and refe
ference imagge are more
sim
milar. Hence, the greater value
v
of this metric
m
results
in more desirab
ble segmentatiion. Mean sq
quare of error
mate the errror between the obtained
is used to estim
gmented imag
ge and the correct
c
segmeentation. The
seg
vallue of this metric
m
lies in [0, 1] range. The smaller
vallues of this metric means that the reesults have a
sm
mall differencce with the correct soluttion and the
im
mage segmenttation results are more siimilar to the
t evaluated
corrrect segmenttation. Fig. 1 to 3 present the
vallues for energ
gy minimizattion, tanimoto
o metric, and
4 shows
meean square error,
e
respectiively, and Fig.
F
muultiple instancce of the segm
mented images.
Fig. 1 illustrrates the min
nimized energgy values off
seg
gmentation results usin
ng the afo
orementioned
alg
gorithms. Thee smaller vallue for energgy means the
sm
maller cost and
a
penalty for labeling
g has been
ach
hieved. A labbeling is moree desirable iff its energy is

F 1. Energy valuue of methods for segmented imagess.
Fig.

Amoong the applieed methods Kmeans
K
has thhe worst
functionnality and ouur proposed method FMR
RF-C is
best. The MRF cluuster based segmentationn model
u
ICM minimizationn method to achieve
which utilizes
optimal labeling, eveen though, caannot achievee global
m and woork locally; it shows better
optimum
perform
mance in compparison to Km
means and FC
CM. By
looking at t 1 the ffuzzy propertty of FMRF can be
realizedd. The fuzzyy membership values cauused to
assign correct
c
labelss to data (pix
xels) and a labeling
l
with loower energy can be achieved. The proposed
FMRF-C model leadds to labelingg with lowerr energy
e
imaages.
for all examined
Tanim
moto metric is utilized for describing the
similarity of tow im
mages, which has a value in
i [0, 1]
T greater vvalue of this coefficient inndicates
range. The
more siimilarity betw
ween the segmented imagges with
the refeerence image.. As a result the greater value
v
of
this coeefficient resuults in betterr segmentatioon. This
metric can
c be compuuted using equuation 5.
coeff 

ItS
I

2

 S

2

 ItS

(5)
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In equation (5),
( I is the reference
r
imaage, S is the
seg
gmented imag
ge and t is thhe transpose. Fig.
F 2 shows
thee tanimoto metric
m
values which are obbtained from
exeecuting differrent algorithm
ms on datasett images. As
wee expected, the proposeed FMRF-C model has
greeater tanimoto
o value for alll exanimated images. The
greeater value for tanimo
oto means that better
seg
gmentation annd acceptablee results are acchieved.

proposeed method agaainst other method
m
is provven. The
proposeed FMRF-C m
model has gaiined optimal labeling
l
for all dataset
d
imagees. The achievved segmentaation by
this mo
odel has miinimum diffeerence with correct
segmenntation and beecause of thiss the smaller MSE is
achieved.

Fig. 3. Mean
M
square error value of the methoods for segmentedd images.

Fig. 2. Tanim
moto value of meth
hods for segmentedd images.

Mean squaree error can bee calculated pixel
p
by pixel
witth adding the subtraction
n of all pixels diving by
num
mber of all pixels. The MSE value is in [0, 1]
rannge. The sm
maller value of
o MSE means that the
seg
gmentation iss better and itt is calculatedd by equation
6.
( I (i, j ), S (i, j )) 2

i 0  j 0
MSE
M (I , S ) 

(6)

MN
N

Where M and N are thhe number of
o rows and
collumns for an image, respectively. I and S are
refference and segmented
s
im
mage, respectively. Fig. 3
dem
monstrates th
he means squuare error valuues achieved
fro
om executingg different algorithms on
o data set
im
mages. Based on
o this metric, the perform
mance of the

As im
mage segmenntation resultss in Fig. 4, thhe MRF
model considered details of
o
the imaage in
segmenntation, whicch leads to energy inccreasing.
Whereaas, the proposed FMRF-C
C algorithm archives
a
homogeeneous and uuniform regioons which reesults in
quick and
a
simple separation of
o backgrounnd from
foregrouund. More deesirable and better
b
featuress can be
extortedd from this segmentation, which
w
can resspond to
applicattion requirem
ments, compu
uter vision taasks and
image processing.
p

4. Con
nclusion
This paper propoosed a clusteering methodd called
FMRF-C, which is based on fuzzzy Markov random
nd cellular leearning autom
mata. This algorithm
field an
has its application
a
inn image segmeentation.
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Fig.. 4. Berkeley image segmentation dataset
d
and segmeentation results [226], from left to riight column: referrence images andd K-mean [3], MR
RF [1], and
FMRF-C segmentatio
on results, respectivvely.

The first stepp in FMRF moodel is the iniitial labeling.
Iniitial labeling has
h a major role
r
in the perrformance off
thee algorithm. For
F this purpo
ose, the initiaal labeling is
don
ne by cellulaar learning automata
a
clusstering. This
meethod is rob
bust and resiilient against noise and
outtlier data, annd involves the
t dataset neighborhood
n
stru
ucture in resuult generating
g. Using this method data

(pixels) is clustered. The results from clusterring are
used to compute the initial labelinng for fuzzy Markov
random
m field to optim
mize it using energy minim
mization
method. With regarrds to minim
mization method in
MRF and
a
FMRF, the Loopy belief proppagation
energy minimizationn algorithm is used to achieve
labeling
g with minimuum energy onn FMRF-C.
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The proposed method is applied on Berkeley image
dataset. The obtained results prove the better
performance of the proposed method against other
mentioned algorithms. The proposed method achieved
image segmentations with minimum energy and error
and reaches maximum tanimoto. Hence, by looking at
segmented images, the impact of fuzzy in FMRF can
be realized. This property makes FMRF model more
robust against noise and random data in comparison
with MRF which results in homogenous segmentation
with uniform regions.
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